Located on the Northside of Chicago, Lutheran Social Services of Illinois (LSSI) Kenmore Center provides a non-medical environment where men and women can safely withdraw from drugs and/or alcohol.

At this facility the role of the EMT is to provide quality care for each of our clients, how do we do that? Well, I will give you a brief description of one of our tasks, we start by closely monitoring our newly admitted client's vitals, every 4hrs for the first 24hrs, even throughout the night, it is the EMTs responsibility to ensure our clients are detoxing safely. Our facility functions 24/7 and has a total of three shifts, 8am-4pm, 4pm-12am and finally 12am-8am. LSSI is currently looking for EMT candidates' interested in working part-time and/or on call. In the event full time staff is out for vacation or call offs occurs part time hours will be made available.

If interested please Contact Donnetta Jones (Clinical Supervisor) between the hours of 8am-4pm @ 773-275-7962 x203 or Danielle Keller (Team Lead) between the hours of 4pm-12am, @ 773-275-7962 x219 or 773-849-7588 for further questions or concerns.

Thank You LSSI Management